6 Days 4 Nights Seoul, South Korea
Day 1

SINGAPORE– SEOUL

Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport, depart for your flight to Seoul, South Korea.
Day 2

SEOUL
LUNCH / HALAL DINNER

Upon arrival in Seoul, meet our English Speaking Guide and transfer to chuncheon. Visit Nami
Island: The highlight of the island is the birch tree lined path, better known among drama lovers as
the path where stars Bae Yong-joon and Choi Ji-woo rode a bicycle on their date, the evergreen
fragrant pine tree path and spectacular tunnel of tall meta-sequoia trees all makes this place
particularly romantic and serene.
Next, visit Chuncheon Myeongdong: This popular and famous street is in the heart of downtown
Chuncheon, with market dates back to 1962 and one of the biggest general market around, with
items ranging from Korea's traditional garb of the hanbok to modern clothing, plenty of places to
eat and has shops selling clothing, handbags, shoes, and accessories.
Visit Petite France: A French cultural village set in the Korean countryside, and consisting Frenchstyle buildings and quaint shops offering French food, clothing, art gallery displaying sculptures and
paintings of le coq gaulois (the Gallic rooster), the national symbol of France, Orgel House where a
200-year-old music box plays a sweet melody, a shop that sells herbal and aromatic products, a
souvenir shop, and many other locales where you can experience French culture. The filming
location for the popular Korean Drama Personal Taste and Secret Garden.
After dinner, transfer to check in hotel.

Day 3

SEOUL
BREAKFAST / - / HALAL DINNER

After breakfast, visit Everland (All rides inclusive): a fun-filled theme park with unlimited thrilling
rides and a galore of lively entertainment. See ligers, white tigers, lions and bears at close view on
a drive in coach in the Safari Park and view the ever blooming beautiful gardens. Next, visit
Dongdaemun, Korea’s largest wholesale and retail shopping district for some free time shopping.
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Day 4

SEOUL
BREAKFAST / LUNCH / HALAL DINNER

After breakfast, visit Lotte World Tower includes entrance to 123 floor observation deck. With 123
floors in total, the tower is the fifth tallest building in the world, standing at 555 meters (1,824 ft).
Next, visit Seaweed Museum - learn the making of seaweed and try wearing Hanbok, Korea
traditional costumes. Visit Cosmetic Shop (DIY skin care & demo): one stop focus on promoting a
healthy lifestyle offering diverse products ranging from skin care to body and hair care containing
natural ingredients. Continue visit to Hongdae shopping street, trick eye museum + ice gallery.

Day 5

SEOUL
BREAKFAST

After breakfast, spend the day at leisure.
Day 6

SEOUL -SINGAPORE
BREAKFAST

After breakfast, free and easy till check out time.
Transfer to airport for flight departure back to Singapore.
~~ End of Tour ~~
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